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This paper is an attempt. to identify problem·s and issues 

which ought to be or concern to ACDA. In no case have ! made 
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tried to get down to solid d.etails so far as I could in the 
time availableo On each issue I have stated my own conclu
sions for what· they are wortho · 

I hope _you will follow this up by picking out some of 
the questions which seem specially urgent or interesting 
and giving them a· much more thorough treatmento This could 
be done partly here and partly outsideo Perhaps the Hudson 
Institute might get involved. 

I myself would consider the following an appropriate 
order ot priority for further investigations: 

(1) ·The gigaton mine problem 
(2) The soviet AICBM. system 
(3) Fission~rree nuclear weapons 
(l+) Supersonic.low-altitude missiles' 

In each or these four areas there is need both tor an intensive 
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opments may orrero The political opportunities will mostly 
be lost if they are not foreseen and prepared foro 
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I . Outline of Study 

We consicer.eight possible weapon systems which are 

likely to be seriousl:y consioereo for ceployment C.ul'.·ing 

the next ten years (1962=1972)0 

·(a) AIGBM system of conventional type using interceptor 

missiles~ 

(b) AIGBM system using high~energy beam, either of 

charged particles, radio waves, or light. 

(c) Mines with explosive power in the range of 10 GT 

(gigatons), carried in ships or in submarines. Note~ 

1 gigaton = 1000 megatons. 

(d) Fission-free nuclear weapons with explosive yield 

in the range of 100 pounds of TNTo 

v 

(e) Backyard ballistic missiles; iae., missiles with / 

intercontinental range, warheads in the range of 100 kt, 

sufficient accuracy to hit small targets, and sufficiently 

small size to be easily moved by road. 

(f) Supersonic low-altitude missiles based on the 

PLUTO nuclear ram-je~ propulsion systemo 

(g) Massive and effective systems for the tracking and 

hunting of submarines. 

(h) Manned space forces, capable of surveillance 

and bombardment either with or without control from the 

ground. 



We call these systeme-~or short: 

(a) Conventional anti-.ballistic missile, CABM 

(b) Unconventional anti,,,,ballistic missile, UABMo 

(c) Gigaton mines, G.Mo 

(d) Fission=free weapons~ FFWo 

(e) Backyard ballistic·. missiles, BYBM~ ·. 

(£) Supersonic low~aititude missiles~ sLAMo 

(g) Massive antf..,,submarine warfare, MASW~ 

(h) Manne~ space_ .forces, MSF., 

In Section II.we:sUmmarize the technical· facts relevant 

to each of these systems in turno In Section III we present 

a preliminary analysis of their strategic irilplicationso 

IIo ·• Technical Status 

Before studying the.strategic implications of these 

systems, it is useful to collect as much information as pos ... 

sible concerning their pre.sent technical status. The fol• 

lowing remarks need.· to be supported with documents, corrected 
L 

and brought up~to~date where necessary. 

·.~ 
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Ao Conventional Anti~Ballistic Missile i 

CABM is, ~d,er:active development both in the USSR 

·and·· th~ us o. There :i.s evidence. that. the· USSR is taking this 

development more s$rioualy than the u.s. One may expect 

some kind of operational CABM system to exist in the USSR 

during the next· ten years.- Whether· the U o S • will build itn 

opel:'ational system· is·· undecidedo 

. The effecttven:ess·of CABM systems: is hotly debatedo 

The uncertainty arises·primarily from the-unpredictable ef .... 

feet~· _of the attack environment upon the reliabiltty of a 

ve~-comi>lex system~··· ·The following qualitative statements 

are generally accepted: 

·· ·· . : . (1) In the present state..,of-the ... art a . CABM system 

could···pe built which wc>Uld· intercept and .destroy a single 

ICBM· arriving in a. peace0 time environment o. 

(2) The effectiveness of CABM against a large ICBM 

attac~ would. depend· .strongly on the quality of. il;ltelligence 

· ayaila}?le to each sideo if the attacking side knew precisely 

th~ technical diagnostic methods of the defense,. the attack 

C()Uld certainly penetrat:e~by.using suitable countermeasures 

(decoys,. etco) o If··the defending side knew precisely the 

tec;hnical penetration· aids employed by the attackers, the 

. defenders would be able to ·add to their system· .. suitable 

discrimination diagnostics to counter the p~netration aids, 

.and .the defense wou.ld then have a fighting chance.of beating 

-.l!!!..I!!!. ----- - '1....----- _..._..._ __ .. _ 
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(3) 
. ; . i 

CABM systems. can protect small hard targets 

with much greater assurance than cities. 

(4) The deterrent value o_f a CABM system may be 

considerable, even if its actual effectiveness in combat 

would be negligible. The deterrent value depends on the 

attacking side's estimate of h~ good the CABM system might 

be. Thus it may be said that the most important requirement 

for a CABM system is that it should look better.than it iso 

Bo Unconventional Anti•Ballistic Missile · 

UABM systems have been studied extensively in the 

UoSo and the conclusion has usually been that they are not 

feasible. However, these ideas die hard,· and new variants 

are always being hopefully brought up. At the present time 

the optimists are placing their main hc>pes in optical systems 

using mamnothesize LASER beams, but the fashions change from 

year to yearo 

The radioefrequency beam system has been rather 

conclusively proved unfeasible because the beam ionizes the 

atmosphere and the resulting plasma absorbs the energy of 

the beamo 

The particle beam systems suffer all kilids of dif· 

ficulties with hydromagnetic instabilities. Most experts 

have co.ncluded that· the instabilities are insuperable, but 

no complete proof of this has been given. 
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The optical be. systali tUts the basic i disadvantage 

that it will not penetrate clouds. It is either a fine

weather~only system, or it must be deployed in high•flying 

airplaneso 

one may say that the probability of a 

UABM system becoming feasible during the next ten years is 

low, but that a technical surprise may occur at any timeo 

The possibility of .UABM ought therefore to be kept in mind 

in strategic planning. 

The basic difference between UABM and CABM is that 

UABM is not ammJDition limited and is hardly even rate limitedo 

If UABM can work at all, .it will be able to fire and kill so 

rapidly that it can deal with a large number of .ICBM and 

decoys arriving simultaneously. Thus it i• conceivable that . 
a fixed number of UABM inst•llations could defend a country 

reliably against a massive ICBM attack with sophisticated 

penetration aids. It 1• hardly conceivable that .CABM could 

do this reliably. 

Ci. Gigatc;>n Mines 

GM are undoubtedly feasible in the present state of 

the nuclear weapons art o A weapon with 10 GT yield can be 

built at a cost of about 200 million dollarso The weapon 

would weigh about 1000 tons and could be built into the 

hull of a ship or submarine, or towed behind a ship or 

submarine in a separate underwater container o The weapon 
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could be built so as to produ.ce',either.tremendous radiO• 

activity or.:_very little, acco~~ing to tasteo 
"': :._. .... -

n.tere .are two pos,~~le ways of using GM, based on 

radiologic~l .,and hydrod~c.al e.ffects respecti~elY.o .. :.If it 

ia used .radiologically, it ~11 be detonated in shal~ow_.water 

(a few hundred q.r thousand feet deep) Qff the coast ~o ;.,~ 
. . . . . 

windward 1J:i.d~ of the targ~t .~ount~• ·. The pUrpose is. ~o, spread 

radioactive ·fal~~ut as widely.~ ~~sible· over the. target area·o · 

The effectiveness of such an. at~ack is highly unpredic~able, 

since the distril>ution of fallout depends mainly on meteorology. 

J!:ven if the radioactivity di;'~fts: .. in thE! desired .direc~ic::m, the 

area coVE!red JDtght be only a ra~her narrow strip. It ~a.clear 

that a radiologic~l atta~k lii~~ GM woµld be a major catastroph~ 
. . . - . . 

for the country attacked, b11t it :ts not clear that th~ conse-. 
quences would be as severe as those resulting from an.ICBM 

attack of 1D0dei-ate sizeo SQme.more careful estima~e of the 

radiological effects of GM i~.obviously requiredo-.. 

The hydrodynamic u~.e of GM is probably 1:00re destructive 

and certai~ly .~r~ predicta~ieo . The GM in ~his ~ase is to be 

sunk in deep .. ocean ~ater (d~pth lS to 25 thousand fee~) 9,ff the 

edge of the . continental sh~_lf;. some ;}~~dreds of miles. away from . 

the coast.al reg~on which it , i~ deJiJf.ed to destroy;. . The. effect 

of the explosion is to creat.*1 ·enormous oceanic waves which will 
. ,, . . . . .. ' ... ~ .. ~ 

steepen. and ,fin~lly break as .. they· travel into sha~lOW.,:'f~~er 
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and onto the land. Quantitative study of the destructive effects 

has not been made. ,Rough estimates indicate that the inundation 

would reach to a height of 200 • 300 feet above sea level, or to 

a distance of 200 - 300 miles inland, whichever limit is reached 

first. The speed of flow of the water, being of the order of 50 

miles per hour, would be sUfficient to remove all top soil, vege

tation and buildings from the inundated area. The destruction in 

this area would probably be more complete, thoroug~ and permanent 

than that resulting from ordinary nuclear attack. The vulnerable 

region of the U.S. may contain about half of the population, 

· although it is much less than half of the area. One or two GM 

woulcl be enough to destroy any one of the three coastal regions 

of the U.S. (Atlan.tic, Pacific, or Gulf). Severe damage to other 

maritime countries would of course be unavoidable~ 

Whether GM are used radiologically or hydrooynamically, 

they must be detonated on the ocean floor either by a time fuse 

or upon receipt of a prearranged hydroacoustic signal. 

The techniques for assembling the bomb, installing 

it in its ship or submarine, carrying it to the cesired place, 

sinking it, and cetonating it on the ocean bottom, coulc be 

developed and made reliable by tests with dunmy weapons carrying 

only small H.E. charges. This part of the enterprise would not 

be expensive and would not require a high level of technological 

sophistication. Moreover, the installation and testing pro• 

gram coulc rather easily be camouflagec anc kept secret. 
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Western Europe; Australia and Japan ~e even more 

vulnerable than the UoS. to GM attack. China is rather less 

vulnerable than the UoS. and the UsSR is much leas vulnerableo 

It is this geographical asymnetry Which ma~s GM a very serioua 

threat to the strategic interests of the UoS • 

The prQblem of active defense against GM is technically 

very difficult. It is certainly more difficult than defense 

against POLARIS type submarines. An effective active defense 

would require not only tracking, but seizure and search in 

peace time of all ships passing through an enormous area of 

international waters. Passive defense of population against 

GM could perhaps be provided by a large•scale deployment· of 

Noah's arks o Technical studies of the operational problems J) 

where the arks should be stored, how the population could be 

embarked in them at short notice, and how the arks could be 

launched when the flood arrived, remain to be madeo 

Perhaps the most disagreeable aspect of. the GM prob= 

lem is that the delivery of GM does not require a high level 

of technology. GM would therefore be a logical choice of 

strategic weapon for a country which had l~arned how to make 

nuclear weapons but was too poor or technically undeveloped 

to build a modern ICBM force. The design of the GM itself 

would not be more difficult than the design of an ICBM war

head o The only .features of a GM which would present novel 
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problems to a weapon de~i&ner are its size, and the fact that 

it DiUSt withstand a hydrostatic pressure of up to.1000 atmo• 

spheres on the ocean b<>ttom and. still work reliablyo· The great 
. . 

size makes the design ixl-'·most. reapec~ta easie.r rather than more ·. · 

difficult 0 . The problem· of. hydrostatic ~ressure maj be a little. 

tricky~ 0bVioU$ly.th~ ·d~sigli should allow sor0e:liquid at 

ambient pressure to £~~-:inside the device $ld reiteve stresses· 

due to Unequal compressibilities· of ~he solid puts· of the 

structure 0 . This problmti . seems to be ot a kind which. any coui• 

petent te~·;·,of•'>'engine~t:ll":•hould· be able to master·~ 

The materials~eeci$Ci-'for building.a GM are approximately 

the· sanM:! as for a single megaton weapon, plus a thousand to~s . 

of· heavy water and oth~·r · cheaper materials~ The . production 

technology of hea:v.y water is widely known11. Thus the entire, 

tecluiolog:t.cal~effort required ·for cr•ating a GM £(:,t-ce, whicb 
. . 

would be a major ~te~et;iona1 threat, is o~ly abOut equal to 
···.·: ·. . 

tJte effort of· buildi.Dg· ··a dozeit thermonuciear · weaPe>ns with.out 

deliirei:'y vehicleso Ro\l .. ly speaking~ .the ~otal -c:ost of a GM 

force would be 8: ~~~· b.illi~n dollars. or about '<;>ne~te~th of 
. '• . 

the cost of an ICBM fo:r~e of . comparable destru~tivehess i! 

Ari~ther disa$.reeable feature of GM is that they might 

be delivered anon~sly.by·a PoOr CO®t:ry amtiC>US·for reasons 

of pique or jealousy t.o ~ln the rich countries and make a big 

splash iri the worldo ~ p0or country might reasonably hope 



to escape retribution hi the re·~u1ttiig· confua~ono Thus the 

existing ICBM forces of the rich countries do not constitute 

an effective deterrent against attack by poor countries armed 

with GMo 

Within tbe·next ten years the main danger of GM pro

duction presuma~ly lies in the CPR (Chinese.People's Republic) 

However, the possibi~ity thatthe·ussR might also adopt this 

type of strategic weapon ought not to be ignoredo 

Do Fission""Free Weapons 

FFW are. not now known to be feasible. The problem. 

of designing a FPW is more similar to the problem of designing 
. . . 

. a controlled thermonuclear reactor than to the problem of de• 

signing a fission weapon. It is likely that in the long run 

FFW will be feas.ible if, and only :l.f, controlled thermo ... 

nuclear reactors are feasible. FIW are perhaps easier to 

design since the required ·containment times are much shorter. 

Thus it is always possible that a practical FFW ~ill be in ... 

vented ''by mistake,. as a by•product of.the research ·in con

trolled thermonuclear reactions, rather than as a result of 

weapons development programs. The chance that FFW will exist 

in the next ten years.is anybody's guess. 

A FFW With a yield of 100 pounds of TNT, the energy 

appearing mainly in the form of 14 Mev n~utrons,Will kill 

people out to a distance of about 500 feet. Foxholes will· 
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provide little protection agaitlst the·neutrons; steel tanks 
i • I 

will provide even lease The amount of nuclear material 

needed for such a weapon would be about one milligram of 

tritium and would cost .About ten doilarso The cost of the 
. . -·:.:·· · .. :· ·.· : . ... 

engineering of watchmaker's precisi~n:Would.be involvedo 
' . . : ·.· 

However, it is likely that the cost'.'.Of 4 FFw, if feasible 

at· all, would be COJDP:•ral;>le with th~f;;¢'o•t· of sophisticated 

c011ventional amnuniti!'n, such as an u~·E~ sh~ll with proximity 

fuze,o The ietha~-ity of the FN wou:id :~_~ceed that of HoEo 

ammunition by a fact;or .. of 100 to 10()();. 

The mili~~ importance of'1iW is_ a subject of much 

debate o It seems d_iff10'1lt to argue_ th.at ~FW with yields ·in 
. ' . . 

tl;le range of 100 · "" ·~_909. ~ons would b~- ·~rtant o Such weapons 
. . . 

would be comparable ·ln· effects to eiiating tactical fission 

weapons with yields b tJie kiloton range, a,nd they would also 

be comparable in c(>_st. It is only in tbe v.e~ low yields,, say 

in the range 100 - lOOO·pounds, that·tlle F:EW might become a 

hundred or ·a tho~iB.lld ~imes cheaper than a fission weapon, 

while retaining a J;li_gh degree of nu<: le~ l~thality o It is 

poaeible to imagine FFW in the 100 pQ1,llld class. being produced 

a,nd used'in quantities comparable with conventional HoEo 

mmnmitiono A country possessing such armaments would 

certainly have a great advantage in tactical nuclear war~areo 
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: " Whether tactical nuclear :warfare is· probable or pos~ible in 

the real world is a political questiono We shall discuss 

this and other political questions connected with FFW later 

in the study., 

The thermonuclear reaction rates make it highly un• 

likely that FFW.can ever be designed without using tritium 

as fuelo Thtis the danger that countries without isotope 

separation plants and production .. -reactors could build nuclear : 

weapons burning pure deuterium seems to be nona;;existento 

E.o Bac!tyard . Ballist'.f.c . Missiles 

BYBM are not yet, in existence but they are likely to 

become feasible during the next ten years. The necessary war

head development is now in progress o The main ·problem remaining 

is refinement and miniaturization of guid~ce equipmento 

The military advantage of BYBM lie• in their high_ 

mobility and consequent invulnerability. The warhead yield 

of 100 kt is quite adequate if.·the accuracy is correspondingly 

higho The obvious techn:i.ca.1 disadvantages of BYBM are that 

command and control of firing is· uncertain and the· pas.sibility 

of accidents is greater than: :lli a static systemo 

A BYBMof· intermediate instead of :l.ntercont:inerital 

range is of co1lrse much easier to· design and buildo Such a 

missile, under the name MMRBM (mobile medium range ballistic 

missile) has been proposed· as' a. basic offensive· armaiDE!nt ·.for 

SErLET 
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the European NATO powers.: .It could. be produced_ and deployed 
l 

. . 

bi a few years if the'~: decision ·were made to do so~··" The 

st:rategi,.c study of BYBM···should include both the intercontinental 

and.medium range versions. 

F. Supersonic Low Altitude Missile 

SLAM is ~echn~c.ily feasible and a prototype vehicle 

will. pr0bably fly in about five years. Decision to build an 

operational system has . not been made • 

. . The technical specification of SLAM is roughly as 

follows: Speed •.Mach 3; Altitude - 500 feet above ground; 
. . . . ·. . 

Payload· .... ol'.le multimegaton bomb or perhaps several; Range • 

global; Maneuverabili~y.-·enough to make accur•t~'l!,rediction 

of its· track impossible;·Accuracy ... comparable.to ICBM or 

better; .Launch site ... _comparable to ICBM in co.st. and in 

W:lnerability; Crew - none. 

· .. In most respe.cts the addition of SLAM would not 

greatly change the capabilities of the ICBM systems which . . 

are'li}tely to exist d'1191ng.the next ten years •. Ho~ver, 

SLAM would make the problems:. of defense even more · compli• 

cated. . A· defense system· to deal with SLAM wou·:Ldnrequire a 

' 
huge.and,expensive organization entirely separate: from any 

AICBM. system' Which might · also be built. Th~ kinds::· of radar, 

trackin:g·. ·systems and interceptors which could engage SLAM 

could': not:- ·~gage ICBM' a ·and conversely. 
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Advocates of SLAM· claim·.tha~ it. will provide a 
. i 

natura1 replacement for-the.manned bomber force when manned 

aircraft become obsbiete through· increased vulii~rability to 

interceptiono 
-~. . ~ ·. 1 

Insofar -as the·:.function of the: manned bomber 

force· ia·to diVide ·the attention of the def8tde1<·.this claim. 

ta· c·orrect o' However' SLAM will lack three important advantages 

of manned "aircraft; namely' . the ability to ''fly· .. on :air alert JI 

the. ability to respond ·to_ . c0mnand in fli8ht ,· and: the ability 

to. recolmoitero Fortlie ptirpose of strategic discussions. 

it ·is· more ·.nearly correct to· think of SLAM as· a peculiar 
. ' 

kind of· ICBM than as a· peculiar kind of airplan• •. : · 

. G• Massive Anti•submarine Warfare 

'i'Q.ere are tw9_ :po1;1sible ways in which a MASW system 

might come.-into existence~ One is the way of brute force; 

namely-; · a dec-ision. to ·:-spend the necessary nUmber. ·of billions of 

dollars to cover the oceans with sonar detec~ion systems of 

conventional type. The :other··:-is a technological b~eak· 

through,.a'new invention-which enables the ·trackiilg·and moni

toring.· of. submarines all over ·the oceans to be ·don• at a more 

reasonable cost o .The :·CLINKER effect might conceivably form 

the basis for such .a breakthrough but it is not•· altogether 

clear ·that.this effect even existso 

·--The.present technical.status of these two types of 

MASW is very similar to--the· status of CABM and UABM, res~c

tively~ Conventional·MASW is extremely expensive,· its possible 
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effectiveness is uncertain, and ·_.it ·can. undoubtedly be defeated 

by countermeasures and.clever tactics if the submarines ·know 

the charac~eristics of the defensive system. Unconventional 

MAsw has ··a rather sma'.i1 chance· of becoming a reality . during 
. . : . . . . 

the next ten·years, b~t it might conceivably be· muc~ more 

effective than conventional MASW ·in the long runo · 
' . . . . 

· ·The· strategic· :eff~cts of MASw would be of two. kinds. 

First, the effect of MASW on.POLARIS sy•telldS. ~is, would l>~ 

similar to the effects. of c.ABM or UA~ on lend=-based·tCBM 

Soviet "1ASW might d.estroy the conf~dence of·u.s~ 
. . .·. . . 

. . . . . 
· planners in _~b~ .. invul.ne~ability of the u.s~- .POI.UIS ·force, ... ... . ::: ~ ~- .-: : . :· ... :· . ., .· . .· . . . . .· · .. 

even if · the ·Soviet MASW . .aystein :··were · itself imperfect:· or frag~ 
• • • • • . . 1 • . • • • . 

meiitaryo . u.s. MASW ~li;l pr0bably have a smaller effect on 

Soviet submarine ·missil~ -plann~rs, bee.ause the characteristic~· 

of U.S. ~ systems would be b~tter known to the other sideo 

Second, there are inipo~tant effects of MASW.on the balance of 
'• . . . . 

naval. force~ wbtcli "mfgh{. be Ufi8d in noli0 nuclear or geographj.Cally 

limited wat\ For the u ~ s. it is the·· necess"ity of d~fending 

surface sh~ps against .SOviet submarine attack· f.t.l .. ·limited war 
. . . . . .. 

rather tha.D the threat of bombardmeiit by Soviet_ su~rine 

missile ·forces'· which provides the 111$ln incentive for develop

ing ·MAsw. 

·0ne special feature of MASW, which is not shared by 

antf. ... ICBM systems, tieec)s to be studied.. This is the possibility 

that.MASW might be used, secretly or openly,. to destroy POLARIS 
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aubmarines on patrol in pf!~-~ time. · If · U • S ~ PO;l.AB.ts sub• 

marines in> intemational·,·watera close to the Soviet Union 
: .. · 

should occas:icmally disqpe&r Without trace, thettffectiveness 

of the POLAB.ts force woul•.i° be considerably r~duced .. ·. :-POµB.IS 

is clearly·more vulnerabl.8. to· this kind of attrition.than a 

land~based ICBM system. ·:·:·If the· USSR had deployed a MASW 

system, :it could probably :destroY a large nwilber'"of u~s. sub· 

marines over a p•riod of time Withotit serious risk of ·precipi• 

tating a major war. 

H., 

MsF · ~e li~ly to ::come :i.iito existeJ;lce, unless thei'J:;' 

deployment cari ·be stopped by internat:ional agreement·~· ' toward@ 

the end· of the· decade l962•72o· It is not clear whether it i~ 

meaningful tomab a shUpdistinct:ion betwef:ln MSF ~d ·unman.~ 

ned militarj · space vehic tea.. Unmanned apace ~connaiJlsaQ.ce 

vehicles ·a1ieady exist, and 1mmanned space bombardment vehic.l~~ 

could be deployed withbi a"fewyears if e;l.tber the .u~s. or tl\t. 

USSR de1tired to do so. There ·are two reasol)S for. emphasizing 
.. 

manned systems in this study. (1) The space program ::of the 

Soviet Union has bean heavily atid'consistently oriented 

towards manned· operations. (2) .. By studying manned·sy~tems 

one is-led to consider the effects of possible big jumps in 

tactics '·or in techDology, -whereas· unmanned systems are usually 

pictured·as beirig·only modest· extrapolations of existing MIDAS, 

SAMOS~ and ICBM capabilities. 
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The technical l~t of·, what· might exi~.t. by 19·:2 

in the w'y of recmiu.issaw.;e,MsF 1$·~Q~gh~y as follows. 

Permanently manned stat~ equipped ~itb a variety of 

large telescopes and other. sensors c.O Jceep the surface of 

the earth.Ullder obseJ:V•tion with a 3*0Und resolution.of the 
. . . . . 

order of one foot whei.-e"8r the weatlte~ and ~tural .illumi"" 

1;119:tion are favorabl••. The c~s o~ : the s.tations can carry 

out prompt ~terpretation of data. $id can exam~ne on ·~ 

. miuute0by~ute basis. ~y areas ~eJ:e' · ·b.ttE!resting things 

seem to be happ~ing. It is of some importance, in planning 

for international agreements concerning MSV, to bear in mind t:~~t 

even· a peacefully oriented program of man~ed exploration of 

space cannot avoid having many of the same capabilities as a 

military M8F rec~isaance system. 

The order of $t&nitude of PQSsible reco'.nliaissance 

MSF by 1972 will be dete?:mined mainlyby t~e unit cost of 
" 

placing mass in orbit~ This cost will depend mafJ:ily on 
·~ ·-. -:. .· ·~ 

Sllecess in standardiziilg and simpl.itying space launch and 

recovery operations~ Very large reduc~ions in unit cost ·~~ 

possible, if vehicles can be masa ... p~oduced without continual 

modifications. and if the operating ·:~outinea can become as 

standardized as norma_l airline operatit;>ns. 
. . . . . . 

The technical p0aaibilities of MSF for bombardment 

pui:poses have never been as impressive as their possibilities 

. i 
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~ ,, for reconnaissance. ·RO~P,ly · spe~iDg~ bombarcm.ent MSF can 

do only the same things that ICBM forces of equal size could 
. . 

do at much lower cost. 
. . .. . - ) 

Extreme advocates of· bombardment MSF 
, (;. 

. . ~ ~ . . . . ·. . -: . . . ;~ ' '. 

(i.e. certain Air Fo~ce officers) make the following arguments 

in support .. of their;·pc>s'ition: (1) The Task of anti-ICBM 
'. . . . . . .. ,. 

•ystems~ ~s made e~aier by the fact tha,t i:CBM's travel from 
: . < .. • 

kilo,m. bases along· Imo~: ~rajectorieil.°; ·. MsF. bombardment may 
.. . :•. 

'· .. ' . 

. come from any direction . and 80 is mUclt more difficult to 
. . . . . 

. . 
intercept. (2) L4ttd~baaed ICBM systems may: be. ·completely 

.: '. ·. 

disorganized. and their command. and c()titro1 destroyed by a· 
.. ··.:· .: 

1Dll8Sive attack; bolJJbardment MSF. can ·wait calmly while their he;>~ 
•. : ·.\·<! :. 

country is devastated an~ then retaliate at leisure. (3) tf . 

both sides abandon land~~ased ICBM's and transfer all thel~ 
. . 

offensive f~rces to space. it becomes possible. to conduct a 
: ·.. .. .. ··: .. ·, . 

pure "c~~erforce war" in the class~cal military tradition 
:: 

witho~t hurting any civilians. Thet;1e argw;ue11ts must be con-. 

sidered seriously, b~t they probably will not stm_id up to 

detailed analysis. Incidentally. the smne three arguments 

are.sometimes made by extreme advocates of POLARIS systems& 

. If we are correct in deciding that the primary 
·. .. . . 

function of.MSF will be reconnaissance, it is possible that 

· the~r next most important function will not be the bombardment 

of ground targets but the interception and destruction of 

enemy reconnaissance space vehicles. There is no doubt ~hat 
. . 

boarding or destruction of enemy s·pace vehicles will become 
" 

t'.~chnica.llv 'DOAAihlA nurin~ t'.h~ ftQYt'. nAt!Anite_ 
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The foregoing remarks a~ut the technology of MSF 
i 

assume a continuation of present developments based on chem-

ical propulsion. 'It is possible that by 1972 the introduction 

of a more efficient propulsion syst~~i"such as ORION might 

significantly extend the range of technical i>ossibilities. 

However, even the most optimistic· view of advanced propulsion 

systems does not greatly.affect the nature of.military operations 

in the neighborhood of the earth. Advanced systems like ORION 

would make possible rapid trips to Mars, an obje~tive which may 

be desirable but which cannot be considered ~o be militarily 

important at the present timeo 
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III. Strategic Analysis 

The strategic analysis ot a new weapons system must 

address itself to the roilowing questions. 

(a) What .wiil be the effect. on the overall military 

balance it the new system is adopted .bY both major powers 

without political restraints? 

(b) What will be the ~ttect .if the new system is 

adopted by one power only? 
.. . 

(c) What will be the-effect of a political agreement to· 

limit or prohibit the deployment Of the new.systems? 

(o) What are the problems in enforcing or verifying 

such a politicai agreement? 

(e) W~ll the existence of the new system have strong 

effects on the feasibility or political acceptability o~ 

measures of disarmam~nt involving other types of weapons? 

All these questions.may be important, but in general the 

most important are (a) ·and (e).. Usually (a) is more important 

than· (b), because the. adoption of any new weapon system by one 

major power forces the other to follow suit almost automaticallyo 

Usually (e) is more important than (c) or (d), because the 
. . ..... 

effects _of a new weapons_system in altering the political 

climate in which disarmament policy is made are more far

r~a·ching. than the effects of .. an agreemen,t to ~rohibit that 

particular weapons system al~ne. As an example of this last 

statement, consider the case of satellite reconnaissance 

+ 
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vehicles; the existence ot these vehicles may radically 

improve the chances ot agr~ement on overall disarmament by 

reducing the need for ground inspection, whereas an agreement 

to prohibit satellite reconnaissance vehicles would in .itself 

be a rather minor step towards disarmament. 

A. Conventional Anti-Ballistic Missile. 

A very detailed stUdy of the strategic implications o:f 

CABM systems bas been made by Thornton Read in an unpublished 

book, "Strategy for Active ~fence." The following remarks 

are mainly based on Read's-analysis. 

·The most important characteristic of a CABM system is 

'. that' it does not save the targets which are attacked, but it 

does save the targets wpich are not attacked. 1be -'~ sys_tem 

should be designed to give ·important tar~ets a high price, _in 

the ·sense that an attackiilg. force IJ)Ust use many ICBM; s upoti a 

single target in order to be sure of. <Jestroying it. The be_st 

strategy for the attack is to use enough ICBMws upon each 

attacked target so that these targets are almost certainly 

destroyed. The effectiveness ot the defence is measured by 

the-reduction in the number ot targets that can be attacl{ed 

with-this optimum strategy. 

This operational featUre of a CABM system reinforces 

the· technical feature of CABM weapons mentioned in Section 

IIA (3)o Technically, CABM weapons def'end small bard missile 

launch-sites more easily than large cities, because the inter

ception can be delayed to a lower altitude in the case of small 
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hard targets, and the problem of decoy discrimination is 

thereby greatly dimi~ished. Operationally, cities are harder 

to defend than missile sites, because one wishes uncond.itionally 

to.·.sa1,Te the ten largest cities, whereas a def'e~c~ of miss~~e 

sites''which resuitea in only ten of· them being destroyed .. would 
. . :· .. ,. 

be,: cons:idered highly successtu.l. . Reducing the" -number of 

target:s; that can.:· be attacked is a good enough detence for '· 

mi~fsl~le sites, bUt it is 'not good enough for cities. 

· !t follows that there is little· ~eason for the rears 

which have sometimes been expressed that CABM would have a 

de~tabtlizing effect on strategic balance. The· rears a~·e·: based 

on- ·the idea that CABM might encourage a country to adopt a 

nFirst<·strike" policy, rei.:ying on CABM to protect its cities 

ag~:l.ris_f·._retal.iation. However, it· 1s highiy unlikely that:. 

CABR can ever be. an. effect-ive de-f'ence f'or ci-ties'. -. If CABM;·· . ... _:. 

sys:tems·_ are deployed on a iarge scale, their ·immediate an,d 

pr~poriderant effect will be to decrease the vulnerability~or 

the·.··second-strike· ICBM forces. The probable answer to 

que'stion (a) · 1s that install~tion of. CABM systems on bot'.t).<sides 
. . . . -~ . . ..... 

wi;f~·: :'make the present strategic balance ~ore ·.·stable. 
. . . ' . . . . . . . 

·:Read in lits analysis·. assumed that the attack has goC;>:d.;·: 
... 

inl'o:rm·ation about ·the general capabilities and deploynient '<?f. 
:t:h~''. .. def'.~nceo ·It' is important to carry through the same:;k.j_,rld'. or 

analy$'is for the case in which the attack does· not have· tlif:s 
. . . . ~ . . . 

inf'o~iriation. Thi.s has not been done:. . In practice it is ·to be 

expected that the good-information analysis would apply fairly 
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well to a u. s. CABM system 'defending against soviet attack, 

whereas a poor-intor~ation analysis.would be more realistic 

tor a soviet CABM system oefending against u. s. attacko 

The poor-information situation will cons~derably improve 

the effectiveness or the defence, both for technical and 

operational reasons. Technically, the defence enjoys the benefits 

described in Section !IA (2)o Operationally, the defence benefits 

by forcing the attack to waste ICBM's in excessive numbers on 

undefended targetso However, the operational advantage to the 

defence will again be much greater when defending missile ·sites, 

than when defending ·cities·o Consider the following. over

simplified exampleo Suppose that the USSR has 100 missile sites 

of which only 10 are defended by CABM installationso Suppose 

that 10 ICBM' s ar.e required to destroy a defended site~ while 

one ICBM is sufficient tor an undefended siteo The number or 

IcBM's required to eliminat~ all the 100 sites is then 190 if 

the·. attack has good intorttiation about the defensive deploymento 

If ·the· attack does not know :which siles are defended, the ·number 

of "ICBM 9s required is 10000 The undefended sftes might be aupplled 

with cheap dummy CABM installations which satellite reconnaissance 

coti.ld not distinguish from real ones. Thus a poor-information 

at.tack on the 100 missile bases could well be made prohibitively 

erp'en·sive and uncertaino On the other hand, even in a poor.

information situation, the defence of the city or Moscow against 

retalia.tory ICBM attack will not be much improved by the addition 

of· dummy CABM installationso 
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- The probabl~ conclusion to be expected from this l:.t:+~a 'of 

an~_~),:s~.s is thaf;ia reassi,ir~tig answ,~~- -~~ be gl;v~tj to qu~~~:f:~;9n 

:11;~::::e:::::::::::~r u ~:''.'.:~:~~: :~:~~:::::;~&.~ble. 
; th~t(·th~ U. S., wo~ld decide _against deploying an -operat:~~d,~1 -

. ··:.:"·: ! ' . .. . . . ........... . 

sY.~~-¢~. even after the USSR -had bui1t. _one o This -~s one Or->tihe 
. :-i:'',... . . . . '.···<:.:::>.~> 

re·w;<~.'~ses in -whi'ch quest:ib"rt (b) i~· as ir.nportant -as que.st;f~~·.:(a) _o 

~bt]~p.d or 1U1swer that orte may expect to questicm (bl ~¥~~S:t, 
\tat-b~iri: certain limits whtch must be caref'ully specif'ied 7 ·~· 
unl'.lia.teral deployment or CABM by the USSR will tend to ~'t~~ilize 

- - \ -. -- --

th$/s'.:t::rategic balance and will be in accordan~e with the. ·s:'.~r.at~gic -
.· :.,;···· 

... ·. 

in~~re;~ts of the U o So The favorable effect on Uo So s$.~lt'$:±'ty 
. ; .. · . . . . . . . . . "·. ··.. ..:.::· .· _><_~~\ -

WiiJJ;k arise 7 o·r. course' not from the ex:istence of .the sov'$.~tt>_CABM 
.· .·. ·- ' ·, 

sy$;t~tn itself, 'QUt. from the· rion-exfs.terice of addi-tlonal so~f~-t . . ~ •. ~ - : . . . . . - •. . . -- . . ·. . - ·· .. -. ~ . . - : ... :- -~ .. 

. .· . ·'.- .··: 

ott~risjve m1ss.it1e forces wh'ich mig}it. haye beezf-btiil.t witf.i}i'.¢.~e . .;.::·i:··_·:·;,-·, ·. . - . .. - . . . . : _:.:, '.·,·.!·:;··=.~ 

, - _e~:~pi'.mfe re$<:>i1~;c.es devoted to CABMo- There are -two othe~f::·i~g.pu~. 
e·f"t~¢.ts:· or a ser-fous Soviet- investment in CABMt - (i) a /CABM . ··~''.~-7"'.~ :·=. -._. ~ . .·.: .· . . .. . . ; .. . ,. . . ·:_:·:;.:.. . ..... 

sy~·~:~~- :·is not pr,one t.o stai-t war bi. ac'cide.nt, -a;ricf C 11"> aic4~ 
•, .. 

syst~rrl-· might have· a good chance or stopping an accidental,:-:w,ar, 

rot• example, if a single missile were accidentally launched _from 
"';:.;. 

··- .. · .. 

Provisionally we may answer questions (c) and {d) by 

sayfrig that an agreement to limit CABM system:s is strategically 

ll.nd'eslrable a:na that any attempt to verify such an agreetrrent 

would be destabil-izing., In addition, there is a clear politi:cal 
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' disadvantage, from the point·of view of world public opinion, in 

trying to limit the "peaceful and defensive" CABM systems 9 . while 

continuing to build up offensive systemso These answers must be 

further studied and elaboratedo 

The answer to question (e) would require a lengthy analysis 0 

There is no doubt that the existence.of CABM will have major 

effects on almost all aspects of disarmament. The effects arise 

in two distinct ways, one concerned with intelligence and one 

concerned with strategy. 

The intelligence effect of CABM is the following. We have 

seen that the effectiveness or Soviet CABM, and the confidence of 

the soviet leaders in the protection which CABM gives them, depend 

heav.ily on keeping the details of the system secret. .FUrthermore, 

the CABM installations are big, immobile, and take many years to 

develop or·to modify, so that their secrecy can only· be· preserved 

by a rigorous secu~ity system. It is almost impossible to protect 

the secrecy or· the system if even one installation is included in 

a territory s:ubject to tbo·roUgh ground inspectiono consequently, 

the USSR cannot adopt a strategy in which CABM plays a vital 

part, and at the same time agree to ·any kind ot disarmament 

treaty in which the USSR does not retain the right to keep inspect

ors out of some la:rge areas or Soviet territor.yo Reliance on 

CABM will strongly reinforce the unwiilingne·ss of the USSR to 

agree to schemes of zonal -inspection in which the choice ot· 

,areas to be 1n·spected is left to chance or to other countries o . 
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The Uo So will be able to bargain for rights of t~orough inspection 

of soviet territory only if the area subject to inspection is 

· specified at the time or negotiation or is subject to some ·degree 

of soviet vetoo Thtis the existence or ·cABM will make agreements 

on verf.fication of any kind of disarmament more difficult to reacho 

On the other hand, it is likely that even without CABM these 

particular difficulties would be almost equally g:r.eato 

The strategic effect of CABM on the feasibility of general 

disarmament becomes important in the later stages when ICBM forces 

are supposed to be reduced to low levels or to zeroo E:Xis·tence Of 

CABM on both sides would.then be very helpf'ulo First, the force

level at which second-strike retaliatory forces remain effectively 

invulnerable is lower when these forces are protected by a.ABM; 
thus $. "mininiur:n deterrenti1 policy could be stabilized at iower 

f'orce~levelso Second, ii' we finally come to the point or reducing 

IcBM forces to zero, the cABM·systein could give rairiy good. 

protection even :to cities against a possible sma11-scaie attack 

by clandestine IcBM forces.; · During all the later stages of 

disarmament the existence ot CABM systems would reduce the 

importance of small concealed ICBM forces and so make both sides 

less. nervouso 

The overall answer to question (e) is thus that CABM systems 

w11+ make the negotiation of any kind of disarmament agreeine*t 

more difficult in the early stages but easier in the later stageso 

This is a sweeping generalization which must ·be subject~d to 
: .· .. 

detailed scrutinyo 
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Bo Unconventional Ant:i.-Ballistic Missile 

It is not worth~while to analyze UABM in the same·kind or 

searching detail that is appropriate tor CABM, since we lack 

even the roughest information on the tactical and operational 

limitations which a UABM system might possesso It is just the 

tactical and operational limitations or a weapons system which 

often make all the difference to its strategic errectso 

Probably the most useful exercise in analyzing UABM is to 

assume (no doubt quite unrealistically) that UABM wi.11 spring 

into existence suddenly and that it will be a perfect defence 

against ICBM'so These assumptions present the problem of UABM 

in its most dangerous rormo 

Suppose then UABM to be 100% effectiveo The answer t'o 

question (a) is rather simple. It may be assumed that if 

UABM can destroy ICBM 1s it can also destroy manned bombers, 

POLARIS missiles, SLAM, etc o The ·two-sided introduction or UABM 
I 

means that all strategic weapons are useless and will be discardedo 

The strategic balance will be determined by the strength or armies 

as in World War II days, with the addition or nuclear·artiliery 

and various other refinements. It would appear that.if the.UoSo 

were prepared·to divert effort in good time from strategic weapons 

to ground forces, the resulting military balance could well be 

a stabie one, and the security or the u. s. ~ould be greater than 

it :ts now. 

The answer to question (b) is equally simple .. 
., .. :. If. ~h,~ ,_~USSR 

.· 

develeped a pei-fect UABM system and installed it on a mass.ive 
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o; ~ scale before the Ue s. could·duplicate it, then th~ strategic 

bal·ance would be totally upset and the USSR would have the world 

ternpo~:arily at i.ts mercy.;·· It may .be assumed th~.t this s0+.·~µ~tion .. ~ . . . . . . . .. . . . ·. . . · ... ··~ .. :. . . 

w~~li'd/be disa.s:trous to tlie:;·:u. s. ~i'.ii~erests, ~t~irl'6ugh i~i':!'.~)~'.~~ot 

1 

:t _·:_::'.~--~; ,;·_'~--. . .· . . .~. . . \. _·:.. . ·._, ·.··.. . . ·, ..... ' .. ::·:·::~ ~ . <:':.::< .. \~\:.~~ff:~· 
c om·p.lief:t.ely c·lea:r·<tha t the . USSR would in pract1c 0·. ·he able:?:t~,texploi t 

i t1~}\;.~i;~i tary supe
0

riori ty·, ~.nY more ~tree ti vely than the ·~.~1:)~"·:· did 

wh~·B ·i~ti'j oying<a comp~ra bf~<~superio~·:rty Clu;rinl;:th~ yea,rs· l9lf.$-9 o 
:::'.:;~·:}.'.~: '; ... ~:'i.: ' . . .· ·:·'.' .: ~:;. ·=:<~·/::··>:·.::·~·-.· ! .~: ... \;:.· :' :~/'! ··: .. :. . . . .. . . · .... ;~->:·: ·. . : -:.'.:=:~.~-~ i/:: 

Sp.~~)t.~·tig broadf,~, we may:' !:fay that ti:{e: advent ·of.'.'UABM wo\l~~;;;;£e 

be~~t;lcial if: ft. were two-sided but highly dangerous if :f'.f,\~ere ::·:.'.y· ;. :-: ·.:.; :·:· · __ -, : ·, ·: - :.~ ...... ..:\:'.··~-
. .· 

il'i!\i'~~;m~?'.:hanci s ·or th1e trssR ·alone o ..•. : :.: 

:·:"'~.:.'.}i,.:Coining next to·quest'ions {c). arid· Ca>.,.it re>llows ~~;~i%./ithe 

,:t~~t~#\~;~ts of ~~e; p oS ~ lie. nbt in h~lt~ing tecbil(.)~·9gical 4~~f,;W,op-
·:'. ~'.. ~· ·:/.}t ':;~ .. .. : -. . ·- ' .. - . - - - . . . . ~ -·.·;..· .. :;··~~~:~·::· 
riletft:~:<~hich might lead to UABM, but in keeping .i!'lformed. a.\;)9µt 

''. ::··:::-: - - - j . -. : :-. ' ,_. ;-.· -: 

... ::il!!~:::;:::~:;:n ~:::$=:::::~:::::u ~:~::::::::'.ii:::::ed 
is\~~~:~;~'· it inc.r'eB:ses. ihe .df3sirabilit;· or good·. in'tellige·~~;~.".i,a,bout 

.· ... ·-·· .:·.·. . .. . . 
-~ ·. . .: . .- . . 

E3-l'.~f(_~~p~s of' s:q.1.entit'ic activity in the USSR, both open::'~~~·i\:sec:r.~to 

· ··i'h~::::M;~~·So shoµld put more stress in ·1ts negoti~tlons on ·:i:ni:v.reaslrig 
. ;· '- ., 

th~;H~.:b:ope or 0~~1·c1~1 vis.i'ts and e.·xch.anges . bet~een Russia~:>:.~nd 
rof~~¢r.i,~' .. scient:i:s:ts and engineers 9 ·who 1:tre in th~"best po~~:~A:c>n. 
to·;"'.~4,ye,·warning: if unexpected discover~·es having militar;;.,;~t~·. 

. . . . . . . . . ·. . . ' ~. . . 

Such ot»en cont'acts may be more ef'f'ec't'ive in . . ' . . . . . 

army' ,or inspecto·rs searching tor hidden weapons 0 

SE+T 
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The answer to question (e) tor UABM is rath~r more 
I 

favorable than for CABMo Assuming that both sides have a 

highly effective UABM system, it should be possible to negotiate 

an agreement to destroy ICBM forces without stringent inspectiono 

The reduction of land forces would of course be beset with the 

same kinds or political difficulties as we are now facing in the 

same areao On balance, the existence of UABM should make general 

disarmament substantially easiero 

-, 

CA Gigaton Mines 

For GM the qu~stions (a) and (b) can be answered very 

decisivelyo The building of GM by any country in the world 

woul~ be a major threat to the U. S. , and the threat woul4. ·not 

be ·significantly reduced if the U oS. decided to build GM too. 

Coming to question (c), two things are clear. First, the 

prevention of GM ought to be one of the urgent and consistent 

ob.je·ctives of U .s. policy.. Second, the prevention of GM cannot 

be achieved by military.means but only by political agreement. 

This is a case par excellence in which the conclusion of some sort 

ot reliable international arms...;control agreement is essential to 

the long-term security ot the U. S .• Furthermore~ such an 

agreement would be useless without the participation or the CPR. 

It is a dellcate question, whether it 'Would ever be wise 

to bring up the subject or GM explicitly. in international 

negotiations·. Discussion or GM might have the effect or starting 

people thinking., and the result might be to precipitate the very 
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development we wish to avoid. In such a situation, "let sleeping 

dog_s lie" may be a safer policy; this is in fact the policy that 

tho.se .who think about GM have hitherto followed .: 
:·.=:'·.···.:.: . .. . ·.·.. .. ···' 

· -·:.:_What is· .ne~ded is a;<politica.l': agreement:·:wpich mak~s<tt in 
.. 

pr_tt"c~ttce imposs.ibie for any country to build_· GM, without\·,~t3~ealing 

th~t 'this is.the'pu~pose of the agreement. 

devious diplomat! 

Her.e 'is a t~si(_.:·,r or a 
··•.·. :i"'· . 

An agreement which would be highly desirab.le from :~pi:s 

pofnt of_ view ·is a nuclear test-ban agreement inclu~ing :th;~.::·CPR~ · 
. . .' . ; 

A gigaton bomb would not require testing at tull scale, .. ·bµt. it 

couJ,o hardly be developed by the CPR. without tests of a slz~ 

that.can be easily detected. The security of the U.So wol.ilo 

ben~fit far rnoy-e from a test-ban agreement including th~ QP:R.. 

· t}t~t( :fh'."om an agreement among the existing nuclear power$'.~· :It 
.... : ... :;'.:.;_:~-~: .· . . . . · .. : . 

woii~:d ·be militariiy "wort;hwhile to make substantia.l conce$.~:liqns 

in ''c:p.~~er to buy· such an agreement, if it is at all possib~~:o 

· •.· ,A:nother tn>e of agreement covertly directe~ against ·_a}i .. · . . . .. . . .. ·· 

woµ;J,J~ be an ag.~e.ement; . to +~imi t production ot ~e~vy watey.:~. ·This 

1Di°s~£ ~rouse s.us.p.icion ·tr #r.oposed .b~" itself, but it. coul(l :~e 
in~~.1'ted inconspfcuousiy into an agreement to JiXrnl t produ¢:t:iori of 

pt:p:~r more glamorous materials such as tritium and pluto~ii:um,; 

Th~. treaty could be negot1,.ated in such a way that the contrpls of 

tritium and plutoniut;n production we.r~ full of loe>p-holes and so 

wo1JJ:9 be acceptable to the. USSR and CPR, while the controis on 

hea~y water pr'riduct:i.on (:i.n which nobody would appear to.be 
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particularly interested) would be stringent enough to prev.ent 

· any .iilicit production of thousand-ton quantitieso · The. neg

otiators could, if' n~cessary, justify t~e inc.lusion ot a control 

of heavy-water production with some vague remarks about the 

importance of tritium and plutonium production in heavy-water 

reactors Of the Savannah River typeo 

A treaty controlling heavy-water production would have tpe 

advantage that it would prevent the production of GM in the USSR 

as. well as in other couritri~s. A test ban would be-effective in 

other ,coiintries ·but not in the USSR, since th~ USSR already· has 

th¢';·necessary. exp~rience ·to' design a GM without. turther·: t:ests o 

The answer. to question (d) for the cas~ of a test~ban 

agreement has been discussed at tremendous length by niani' ~~C>Pl~.· 

so<·rar · as tests releva!lt to GM are concerned, verificatiori:>is ~o~ 

a serious problem. The answer to question (d.): .. for an ag:i-'e'ement 

on· heavy-water production· ·cannot be. given without a deta.j,te'd 
. . . . - - : . . .. •. . .- ... ·, 

technical studyo It s~ems likely that ve:r1-fication of pro~:uction 

9-; hea~ water in quariti ties suffic.ient for GM could be Eichiey~d 

l:)y an occasional expert examination of declared ·facilities:·~ 

provided that urtilate~al 'intelligence co~lc3 detect the c·o.n-' 

str'lictiop of very large undeclared tacilitieso 

Question (e) is n:ot particularly relevant to the problem 

of· GM. The main ef'f~ct or GM on other types or disarmament is 

the· 'followingo The ·possibility of GM gJ;"eatly increases the· 

urgency or all meaS1lres designed to halt the spread of nuclear 

weapons to more and more countrieso 

sEat<iT 



n. Fission-Free Weapons 

The strategic effects of FFW become important only if the 

number of FFW produced and deployed is substantially greater 

than the existing stockpiles of tactical fission weaponso The 

following analysis will therefore be based on the assumption 

that FFW, if feasible at all, will be produced in ~undreos of 

thousands or in millionso This means that it becomes economic 

to use FFW to destroy a single tank, a small. group or soldiers, 

o~ even a sin~le soldiero . 

The ·rnain effect or tactical fission weapons is usually 

supposed to be to prevent troops or vehicles from attacking in 

concentrated formationso Dense troop concentrations are the 

kind of target on which fission weapons can be used effectivelyo 

It is usually supposed that dispersed mobile warfare would still 

be possible in a war fought with tactical fission weaponso 

With FFW available to both sides in really large numbers9 

it seems impossible that any kind of mobile warfare could be 

foughto Even a highly dispersed force moving over the surface 

of the earth would be too vulnerable to FFW to surviveo With 

all due allowance for technical uncertainties, it may be expected 

that the effects of FFW on tactical warfare may be similar to the 

effect·s of machineguns in World War Io Tactical FFW war would 

probably degenerate into trench warfare in the World War I style, 

only the trenches would be deeper and a smaller number of soldiers 

would be requirea to man themo The defensive would be heavily 
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favored over the offensive·, and a; tactical stal~mate would be 

re~ched very rapidlYa 

In a ground war with FFW availab.le to onl~ one side .. , <l t is 

pro.Q.~b.l~ that the side wit)l FFW wou;l.d quickl~ wj,~, if th~ :W.~r 

remairted ~imited to tactical operationso In this case tli~·>:.side 

with ;FEW woulo conduct di~persed mobile operatiQ~~ ana·annihilate . . . . . . . ": : . . ~-:·: . . .:. . . . . 

th~ :.q:P'posing forces in d~tatl., wit:hout · prese.nt~~· many ·t·~:~;~.~.ts 

sutt::a_ble for att.a<:k by ta'cti.cal fission weapo:n~i~o· 

The questions (a) and. (b) can then be pro.v1siona~.1Y.·· . . . ·:·.· . .: .. ·:· 

an·s"w.ered f'or FFWo Tile effect or both sides tiavit}g FFW wC>tl:~Ci be 
.:·· •'i. 

. . 

to m~ke offensive ·military· operat:(ci~$dn .~and.P:Vohibitive..l~ 

e:x:p~n.:~ive, so that all frontiers cpuld be effect1;yely de:f~:rided 
·.': 

by fixed fortified lines.o The effect or one side only havlng . . . . . .... 1;, ."'·;: . .. 

FFW would be to give that s'-de a decisive ad.vant~ge; the o~p~r 

s:i.a·e could not defend its.~l.f effectively 'If/1th tactical tl:s.sion 
..... · ... 

weapons aloneo 

These answers apply to the hypothetical situat1o·n of: a 

tac'tical nuclear. war in wh:tch both sides "obey the ruleEf"· ... @d 
. . . . . . . . . . · ... ;·:..····-' '·. 

refrain from escalating the war by.making strate~ic attac~~upon 

ea¢.h ··otner.. To give reall~tic answers, the alJ.:,"'."important{factor 

of<escal~tion must be explicitly inc~udedo 

The effect1s of escalation on the.existi11gstrateglc .balance 

in Western Europe and el$ewhere have been analyzed very thoroughly 

in :report WSEG 62 (Top Secret) o The effects of adding F~'':tO the 

exlsting situation will now be discussed within the t.ram:~wcirk of 
· __ ;, · ... 
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the WSEG 62 analysiso At present there are tour distinguishable 

levels ot escalation or a war for the defence of Western EUrope, 

(l)_:<non-nuclear war, (2) tactical nuclear war, (3) strategic 
' . 

exc}l,an"ge with continental 'Weapons,. (4) ·strategic exchange with 

iri:te:r~ontinental weapons o· · Supposing that the.· war ·begins : wfth a 
,. . . . .. . . 

Sovie.t attack on_ level (1), the possibility. or a success~+ defense 

on:,·this· level is ·:aoubtfulo .. . . . The defence woulp be favored by 

, imm~·aiate escalation to level (2), it level (2) could be> main

tained o However, the USSR would altnc>st certainly esca1a:·t~:i from 
... ·.::;. ...... ·.' ·. . . . ·'· .. 

ley~)'.-<(2) to l~vel (3), ·which again'·· strongly ~ay.ors the .. a(t'ack .. 
. :··.. . . . .· 

T}le<tT.So is then more or less comm.itted to escalate to {evel (4), 

which theoretically favors the def'erice but does not leave much 

t~at :is worth defendingo The conclusion of the WSEG 62 analysis 

is ·t}la~, the best chance for the West i's to plan to fight'':thtf war 

on level (2), using. the threat or level (4) to deter the· US.SR 

from e.scalating to ievel (3)" Many Of the detailed recommendations 

or•ws:E'G 62 are concerned with the problem of making the.distinction 

between levels (2.) an~ (3) as sharp and unambiguous as possibleo 

This· is' to be done, tor example, by separating geographically 

the tactical and strategic nuclear forces of NATOo 

After one has gone through this very logical and persuasive 

argument or WSEG 62, one· may still .have serious doubts whether 

any Soviet strategist would be impressed by ito Considerable 

evidence exists that Soviet plans do not r.ecogni.ze any distinction 

between levels (2) and (,3)., One may therefore decide that these 

·recommend at ions or WSEG 62 are illusory, and that the preferred 



strateg'i tor the West should be to ;fight.as lorig ~s possible on 

le~ei. (1)' r'elylrig on the thr~at or direct escalation to l~vel <4> 
to d'isc)urage the USSR trom pressing its advantage on l~v~l'.· (1) 

td6 .faro Either th~ WSEG. 62 strategy or empha~i2:1ng lei~.i ·c2)' or 

t_be. al';ernative "non-nuclear strategy•• cir eknphasfiing lev~~.-, (1)' 

has. a. good chance or becoming otricial NATO ppli.cy at sotne~~.~ime 

au:rint. ::the ne~t·io yearso 

·Now consider the ef'tect ot introducing FFW into these 
. . 

a·~·g11.rients. Instead of lever (2),. dne ·now has .. a'· new levE!:1/(!:t 9
) 9 

·.1 

.:a'¢.j.:tc.al war.· with: FFW only~. suppose first that. FFW are ·av·atlable 

i:r1·qtiaritity to both ·sideso From the point or view or th~::·:W~st, 

· le;/e·i {2 8 ) h~s two great advantages over level (2). These ~:;a:re; 

·( 1.:) th$ defence is favored more strongly by FFW than by ~a.~t.i.cEi,l 

fis:s~on weapons, and (ii). the distinction between levelsi·{~,n and 

(3Y :fs much clearer· than the distinction between levels::-,c2S:·.and . . . ;.... . . . . . . .· . . .. , .. 

(3 )\,.. The chance_ of a successtul defence be.~rig maintained ·at 
leveI •· ( ~' ) without turtliel- e:scalati'on ·seems con·slderably ·great.er 

th~tj.the chance at level {2)o This is an abstract statemeftto 

. Re'stated in concrete terms, the ~tatement Would. perh:aps .b~ .Q'.!Ore 
' .. · ... :.,... . .. . ·. : 

. . 

convincing o The defence. of' a frontier wt th ffl (?ould be ·s:trictl)' 

co?lfined to a zone extending a f'ew miles from the firing line, 
. . 

wh~~~·~s a def~nce \Iii th fai~·ii~al r1·~sion. weapons ~equir~s attacks 

o~.:rines or commuhication ~rid trodp 'concentrations tar b~llfnd 
.thk};.ont; h~nc~ ·the FFW ·~fetence has a much bett'er chan·ce or not 
deg(iri~~a.ting into ari a11-6ht nuclear exchangk 0 
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The answer to question (a) tor FFW including escalation is 

then the followingo The introduction of FFW on both sides will 

make ·the WSEG 62 strategy or tactical nuclear war much mo:re likely 

to sui::ceed. However .. , this strategy may still fail, and a strategy 

or r<;·lying on non-nuclear defence or Western Europe may still be 

pre·J~·erable. 

The answer to question (b} is similar. suppose the USSR 

ht.LS FFW and the U .s .. does not. Tben the USSR would be ravor~d: ... 

:n a European war at level (2e) as well as at levels (1) and (3) 0 

In this case the WSEG 62 strategy would be completely useless., 

and the only chance·for the West would be to adopt a non-nuclear 

strategy .. 

Ir one relies on the WSEG 62 str·ategy, then the situation 

of question (a) seems ve.ry goOd and the situation or question 

(b) seems very bad •. If one rejects the WSEG 62 strategy and 

relies on a non-nuclear defence backed by threat or possible 

escalation to level (4), then the answer to both questions·(a) 

and (b) is that FFw have no important effect on the strategic 

balance .. 

After all this long discussion, we are left with the 

following simple conclusions. If one believes that tactical 

nti~lea:f". war is possible, then FliW -are very important. If.one 

belleve·s that tactical nuclear war is impossible:, then F!i'W .~re 
un~ihportant. Whether tact:i.cal nuclear war is possible or .riot 

fs. a political question, the answer det>ending on Soviet pql'itical 
. . . ·~. . 
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decisions or which we can have no certain knowledg~o If FFW 

are available on both sides, the chance or stabilizilig a war at 

the tactical nuclear level is considerably improvedo If FFW are 

available to the Soviet side only, the chance of stabilization 

at this level becomes zero. 

The answers to questions (c) and (d) for FFW are essentially 

the same as for UABM. It is neither desirable nor feasible to 

stop FFW from being invented, it the invention arises out or 

general trogress in the study or plasma physics and controlled 

thermonuclear reactions. What is important is to maintain a 

vigorous u. s. program or research in controlled thermonuclear 

reactions, and. to push for as much contact and exchange ot 

information as possible with the Russian program. 

A comprehensive test-ban treaty would make the testing or 

FFW illegal, and the.abstention from testing of devices with 

100-pound yield could not be reliably verified by any detection 

systemo A comprehensive test-ban therefore will involve a 

certain risk that the other side may·obtain a lead in FFWdevelop

ment. There are three reasons for not taking this ri·sk very 

seriouslyo (i) The U.S. could probably keep more-or-less abreast 

of Soviet developments by means of legal non-explosive experimentso 

(11) The danger from FFW arises not when the USSR has tested a 

prototype but when the USSR has produced a few hundred thousand 

weapons and distributed them to infantry units; the processes of 

mass-production, troop-training and deployment would take a long 



time and would prbbably become know to the u.s. iin time· tor 
counter-measures to ,be possible. (iii) The strategic e:t'tects 

ot FFW in Soviet hands may not be overwhelming. 

~e answer to question (e) tor FFw is t~e following• The 

possible existence or FFW has the ettect ot makirig a comprehensive 

test-ban treaty somewhat more risky and therefore more difficult 

to· negotiate. The increased risk arising from ·.FFW must. be_ 

weigb;ed ·against nnich greater risks ·which arise. -tr«:>m weapo~~i~ 

deve19pment iivthe absen~e ot a te~l~ban. Ap.art- from th:::t~·s_:>:': 

nf:)g$:t.!ye eftec·t on the t~st~ban prob].em, ther.~, se:~ms to/b_~~ -°ilO 
. . 

i_mp.C>J'tant reac,tion of FFW upon other ror~s or· .d.:1sarmamen1:·.~· .... 

. g·. BackYard Ballistic Missiles 

. ·:, 

·., .. : ...... 

. .. The fight betwee:n fixed and mob~l~ M·inuteman system~.;)i~~ 
.. . . ..·.· . . . 

been·· fougpt and· won by the r'ixed sY.:stem. The ... decision ~gai~st . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ; :·.: ·:, ;.' ~:.: 

the·; ·mQbile system w~s based· on ma.J:lY · considE!_rat~ons, the: ·nfo~.-t. 
. . . • . . . . . . ·. . . . . I ' .. ' ..... : .'; ~ 

impo~'t_S,nt singleO:ractor \)eing probab:J.y the gre.ate'r unce=r.·~~_i#ty 
. ·: .. ~: . ·. . . : . . . . . . . . ·:.: .· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

or~:_:_c'ommand and- control iil·th.e mobil~·: systemo 

; .... -._.,:·An intercontinental BYBM system would have precise~y~-:~he 
··.I • - • .• 

saM.E{~1~dvantages .. and di~advantages as the Diobiie· 'l-!inuteman<ait~teJJJ, 
: . '. . . . . . . ;.·:· :·· ..... 

in>somewhat accentuate(l to~rn· There is n9 need to repea.t>all 
• . . •• ·· .... · ••.. 'i 

the···:arguments that have be~n used ·against. the ·mobile Minu:ternan. 

We :may simply sta,te the general conclusion, that an inter_:..·. · 

co~t:i.nental BYBM system would not have a significant eff'ect·on 

the strategic balance between the major_powerso The effe~ts· ot 
BYBM: On the prospects for general disarmament are' clearly adverse, 
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since BYBM could be easily c·oncealed · and so would imake an agree

ment to limit number~ or strategic delivery vehicles much harder 

to reacho It is therefore in the interest of the U.S. not to 

deploy, and not to encourage other countries t~ deploy, inter

continental BYBM systemso 

The rest or this section will.deal with the problem or 

medium-range BYBM systems, commonly called MMRBM, as strategic 

w~~P..c;>ns tor the European part of NATO. 

The ar~~(9nts for ~nd agains.t MMRBM are·.frap.kly pol;l,.tical 

rat~~r than military. The questior.i is whether-' .. th.e West,~r-rL · 

EU~·Otf~-a.tl coup.~ries n~ed an .11 indepe11dent retaliatpry tor-ce 1 ~: "to 

d~fr~J.?./fi Soviet. :attack, or wh~the~ 1;h,~y can rel)' .OJ;l ~~e tJ.~ .. :~·~ 
r~t~;l:~~tory r.o.t~es alone. ~e u. a.·o. is form~llr pledgep' to. respond 

to>i'.':$pviet 11tt.ack on West«:)~n Euro.pe "as it it w~.re an at.t'~Q~ on 
. . ... : ·. '.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 

. . . . . 

th!f:·ll'>'~~", but>~he· reliabi~~ty and pe·rm.an43,n~e of.: .tpis P.l~A:$e· are 

in~it:t~bly sribJ~c:t to som~ d.egree of.· doubt 0. ' ..... · .. · .. :. . ' . . ·: .. · . 

t·.>~,tr one· a.~·$Umes t}lat the indeP.en~·ent re.ta~:i·atory fo~~:~~:.'.is a 

po_]f;i;~tc~l nec~$.s1~y tor th~.· Europe.S:ri:<NATO power,,$,. th'-µ t}.1~'}~iMRBM 
. ·-:·· .... · ..... ·:. ·:· . .··· .=. ·. ·.. . 

is<P'.~pba_bly ~he .. best system to adopt. It is tl:le ·only la:pd~based 
. ·.· . :.· ·•. . .. 

" sY:#~~m ·WJ:iich wo11ld have a chance of surviving a· massive. ·tirs:t 

st~i~~~ by the sut>erior Soviet tor¢~, o.f accurate . short-range 

and pi~d·ium rapge ·· misslles a 

tr one l;>e·lfeves th:at the NATO alliance is o:ne a~d ·+.n§!visible, 

and·-_that the ·u.~. s·. retaliatory forces are sutt:i.p:i.ent to .pr.o.-t.ect . ·, ·. ' .: . . . ·, . . . . . ~ . . . -. ; . 

all:the NATO -·c'oll.ntries .. ',· "·"' . . . ... . ' 
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very stronga First, MMRBM are likely to be difficult to control, 

vulnerable to sabotage, and prone to accidento Second, MMRBM 

· would make the.· verification or disa:rmame.nt more dtfficult o Third, 

MMRBM widely distributed in Western Europe would increase Soviet 

teal's of encirclement and would probably stimulate a general 

int~nsitication of Soviet military effortso 

It is our judgment that the political advantages within NATO 

of·a European~ system are decisively outweigbed by the 

political disadvantages produced by probable soviet.reactions to 

such a systemo The USSR must inevitably regard a European MMRBM 

, system as a direct and serious threat to its securityo To 

establish such a system would mean to abandon all efforts toward 

a redaxation or tensions and toward a political stabilization of 

the existing situation in Europe. 

F., Supersonic Low~Altitude Missiles 

Since SLAM,·. even in the eyes of its most optimistic pro

ponents, is only an adjunct to existing ICBM forces, it cannot 
I 

have any important effects on the strategic balanceo . If an AICBM 

system should be developed with efficiency high enough to nullify 

the ICBM forces 9 it is likely that with some additional effort 

the SLAM forces could be nuilified tooo The answer to questions 

(a) and (b) is that in any foreseeable circumstances SL.AM will 

not be or major strategic importanceo 

In view of its basic unimportance, SLAY. might be a good 

candidate for .a generous political gesture 9 designed to limit 

SErT 
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the arms-race and improve the atmosphere tor other more serious 

steps toward disarmament.· The gesture might take the form of a 

unilateral renunciation or SLAM by the u.s., following the tactic 

of."Graduated Reciprocation in Tension Reduction" advocated by the 

psychologist Charles Osgood. Alternatively the U.S. might propose 

a treaty tor the worid-wide prohibition or SLAM without any 

special machinery or verification. Either move would be a good 

"first step" in a serious effort to negotiate a general disarm

ament agreement, and would not endanger the security or the U.S. 

The political impact or either form of renunciation·of SLAM 

would be very great if the renunciation immediately followed the 

·r1rst successtul flight-test ot a SLAM vehicleo A· SLAM vehicle 

flying at Mach 3 and at '00 feet altitude, its tail white~hot and 

spewing· out radioactive exhaust, will be an impressive and 

terrifying spectacle; it will create a shock-wave strong enough 
' 

to· demolish light buildin~s anywhere within half a mile of its 

track. A publicly staged demonstration of a SL.AM vehicle flying 

around the world O't/er an oceanic route would create a sensation 

out of all proportion to its real military importanceo After such 

a demonstration, a tr~So announcement to the effect that "in view 

ot the unlimited powers or destruction ottered by this formidable 

new weapon, the U.So has decided to spare humanity the horrors of 

its further development ••• " would fall upon ready ears. The 

demonstration followed by renuncia~ion would be a superb propa

ganda stunt. Moreover, it would be not merely a propaganda stunt 
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but a. genuine move in the d ire'c.~tion of international sanity, to which 

the soviet leaders might perhaps be responsive. 

If a decision is made to use SLAM for. a· political move at this 

kind, it is important to make the decision soon enough so that the 

technical and op~rational problems of' the de~onstration flight can be 

foreseen· and overcomeo The vehicle required tor a demonstration 

flight maybe quite different in detaj.1 from a normal prototype 

vehicle .o · The provisional flight-test ·aate is five years away·~ but 
·., 

the de(::ision to turn this flight-test into a public· p~litical?'d,emon-

stratlon ought ft possible to be made within the next two :ye'ars 0 

.- .. :·· 

:;:.oq~,, .. Ma8sivEfJlliti-Submarine Wartate 
.:-~:.>~-- ·-:.~·.;:·· . . · ... ·:._~_.~. . . ... :· .· . :.~ . 

A :successttil'd~velopmen.t of MASW.by tb,e U.Sq with or.,·~:~~}lout. 
·. -:·- .. ·. 

a pa~~tlel ... Soviet· d~velopment, would enormously 1'rtcrease ·.t~~:!\Et,bili ty 
. . . . ·; ···; .. :.~/;' :.' .. ·,:'·:. 

o~ t}:ie\tf;·s ~ to r::tglit a· pr.olonged non~nuclea·r war,.·· tor which.·',,,,r~sular 
:··. ·. 

s.e~-q'.(;)#n~ .. supplfes of me11 artd· .material·s; are a pr:tm.'.ar.y requi·f'-~·~nt o 

such ~;:::~-:~~elopment'···woulq be ·liigbly de~i~able ro;.: .. two reasori;·:~:;,;.,:,: .. :··First, 
. . . : . . . . . .• ··. . .. ·.. . . . . . . . . ·.·· . . . .· . 

th~ b:S:;lance or mtll tary s.trengtb ·1n many peripherai. areas or·>tlie . . .. 
.,. 

worl~·:' .. W?Uld be shifted in favor of' the U .so Second, the ability 

to · t"lght' a prolonged ·non-nuclear ~ar is· the most essential fac'tor: 

in tryi~ to estab11·sh a defense or Western Europe .which does:<not 

~utomEit1:cally escalate into general· nuclear annihilation as soon 

as it· . i:s ch~llenged o 

Compared with this eff ec·t or MASW in making non-rµi.clear war 

more feasible, the effect ot MASW in degrading the ·capabilitl~s or 



POLARIS forces is probably of lesser importanceo The installation 

or MASW would be gradual and could not be altogether concealed 

even by the tightest Soviet secrecyo Thus the U. s. would know 

that the POLARIS force· was becoming vulnerable, long before its 

vulner·abili ty would become complete o While the Soviet MASW system 

was being built and improved, the U. s. would have time to cut back 

on the building of POLARIS forces and build an equivalent number or 

MINUTEMAN sites instead o 

Although the effect or MASW on the str~tegic balance, through 

increasing the vulnerability or the second-strike POLARIS forces, is 

destab;Ll .. izing, it seems that the destabilizing effect is nei.tP,er 
severe nor sudden. enough to be dangerous. On balance this ~,~vor

able ·effect is greatly outwe!ghed by the effect or MASW 1n·.d.$creasing 

the v1rlne1•abili ty or u. s. _land forces overseas to submari?ie .'b~ock~de 

ou,ring .. prolonged non-nuclear ·Waro So the answer to questioll.s '~a) 

and Ch), is that development or MASW by the tr. s. would have generally 

beneficial and stabilizing effects on t~e strategic balance, ·'4~ether 

or not. the USSR installed a similar system o The question or a> Soviet 

system i1bt balanced ·by a u. s ~ system does not need to be cotjs:i.dered .. 

A political limitation on MASW systems is undesirable' arid 
- . ; . . 

s}lould not be attempteo.. It might in s<.?me circumstances be 

desirable to combine national.MASW systems into an international 

system for monitoring submarine movementso This would be helptul, 

for example, if many countries had come.into possession or nuclear 

weapons, and if the major powers were primarily concerned with 
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protecting thereselves against anonymous POLARIS or GM attack by 

poorer countries. Likewise, an international MASW system would 

be helpful in reducilig uncertainties during the late stages or any 

plan for complete and general disarmament. 

The answer to question {e)· is that the existence or MASW 

systems, either nationB;l or international, would. help consi.d~rS:bly 

in ne.gO:tiating any agreement on disarmament or naval. forces o An 

etf~~,:t~nt MASW system would .be able :to monitor the acti vi tie.$· .or 

retai'.n~d· "t.9rces accurately e:notigh, so that the proble~ ot ·v~r:t'tication 

ot the:.-:~fg~eement ~ol!ld not "be severe.:·< Tpe requir,~m~nts tO.t.· .. d:~%ailed .. : . : . . . . : : ' . . . . . . . ·. . . ·.. . . ' ~ .... ·. . . . ... 
inspec:·tlrin o~ naval. bases arid<'.port ra#l·;-f~ties. cqµ:ld be cor.re~$,pgnqingly 

: .. ·.·.··: . . ,. ,· . . . .. ·' .... . ' . . . · .. 

relaXfid.o:." . ·.· .... 
·,.. • . : i· ••• 

. ·.t L •• · .. ~-

;'.! .ffo;· ·Manned· ·sJlace Forces 
... :_ ~ '· : ~ 

. >~~::.!'lllst rtrst ;conside~> t~I) ques~~~ wbethel" tll~re fr,~'~et-i.t 
ip. 1;h'~?'P~xtreme :Afr ·For.ce vie'W"· which·:';~.~gards bo!iJpairdment M~~; .. :~·~s: a 

decis~~~::;,.strates.ic>weapon ot· tne tutUr~' •. ·s.ince nbpo~Y mai:~~~~hs that . <(:~;;··-~-~~~-~ ..... · . ·.. ·. ··.····· 
bomba;~~~e~t MSF. wouid :be che:aper or more acCu.rate. than an .-±'¢:~~{,iorc:e 

_., 

With 1ihe. g;ime destructive pOW~r,, the ·argwnent mu~j't :binge OJl':th.$ . ,. . . . . . . . . : ... ,, 

quesf;~~ri ·or vulnera~:i.lityo Is 'lt pos!;i'ble that a 1B;nd-base.!~ )!CBM 
. . · .. :. 

; · ... 

for~·e'·,·e;:01.tia be disotganized arid made irier:fective by a mass·±.V:e'<attack:? 
. ; . ··.· ... : ., .. ~ 

is· it:· po~·stble that a, bombardment MSF force, bui.ft at the s0ame::· tota.l 
.··. 

cc>st<as: ~he ICBM force, cou].d . be less. VJ1lnerable? . 

. ·The vulnerabil.ity of' ia.rid-based .'ICBM forces bas been i11~ensively 

studi'ed., . Roughly speaking,· the conclusi.on is that a hardened· and 
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dispersed ICBM force is $Uffic1ently invulnerable for purpos~s ot 

retaliation, provided that the opposing force is of ap~roximately 

equal or interior strengtho The problems or command and control or 

the force after a heavy attack are worrying, but.strenuous measures 

have been taken to make the control system rugged. It is iikely 

that the ruggedness a~d ·reliability of the control system will 

improve in future years to a point at which failure or retaliation 

through disorganization or the control system is highly improbableo 

The vulnerability or bombardment MSF has hardly been studied 

at all in quantitative wayo One thing is very clear: the bewitching 

picture or MSF sa:i.iing the seas of space in silent and $ecret 

majesty, like the grey ships or the British fleet which Napoleon 
... ;. ... 

never saw but which defeated his dreams or empire, is an illttsiono 

Space is an environment· in which 1 t _is extremely Ci:ttticul t • to hide o 

Any substantial MSF must frequently be serviced and supplied from · 

the ground, and the location ot the MSF orbits will soon be precisely 

known ·to the other sideo A p_assive space-vehicle can be lb"cat~d by 

radar ~rem .distances or thousands or miles, and a vehicle emftting 

radio signals can be located from much greater distanceso 

·. It ·is inevitable that; as soon as one ;side establishes a larg·e 

bombardment MSF, the other side will es·tablish a counter-MSF which 

wi1i continuousiy reco~oiter, track ~nd watch the activities of the 

bombardment MSFo The counter-MSF wili then- be in an excellent 

position to disable the bombardment MSF · by a concerted surprise 

attacko ·Each counter-MSF veh~cl~ could probably destroy ·5 or 10 



bombardlI'ent MSF vehicles by means ot sniall interceptor rockets 
I 

carrying nuclear war~e~ds ,-with a weight of 50 pounds eacho The 

tactics of this kind or space warfare need to be examined 1~ d.etailo 

Btlt it can already be said with some confidence ~hat,·in a fight 

between two MSF of approximately equal strength, the advantage to 

be gained by surprise attack is very great.. A bombardment :MSF 

will in the long run become highly vulnerable and therefore 

unreliable as a retaliatory f'orceo 

The basic rea·son why bombardment ?~SF are more vulnerable 

than ICBM forces is that a space vehicle1 cannot be adequately 

hardened against nuclear weapons.. It takes an ICBM to destroy an 

ICBM, but a 50-pound warhead would be enough to destroy ant space 
' vehicle;; 

The conclusion or this discussion ot bombardment MSF is that 

they wouid be strategi·cally destabilizing and that it is in the 

interest or the u. s. to stop them from l:.ieing deployed by either 

sideo Unfortunately, it seems impossible to conclude and monitor 

a political agreement prohibiting bombardment MSF without becoming 

deeply involveo in the problem or reconnai~tsance MSF, where the 

interest or the u. s. works in the opposite directiono 

The strategic issries involved in reconnaissance MSF are very 

simple" So long as Soviet society is less open than u. s. society 

reconnaissance MSF wili be strongly advantageous to u.s. security. 

Furthermore, reconnaissance MSF make ail kind:s ot disarmament 

agreements easier to reach by reducing the ne£id for comprehensive 

ground inspectiono 
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Only in one respect are reconnaissance MSF harmful. They 

increase Soviet tears ot a successful u. s. first strike, and thus 

help to push the· USSR. in the direction or increased armament·s·o 

Howeve:r, it is not reconnaissance MSF alone, but rsconnaissance 

MSF in conjunction with.a superior u. s. striking force, which 

makes' the Soviet leaders so acutely nervous. So long as the U.-S. 

is det'ermiried to maintain a superiority of force, there is riot 

much chance that s·oviet leaders will agree to substantial meaSl1res 

ot di~arinament 9 whether or not reconna:1s·sance MS~ exist o donv~rsely, 

if the' U.·s. would settle for some kind of strategic parity, the 

Soviet leaders would probably eonsid.er their s·ecurity adequately 

protected even in the presence of reconnaissance MSF. Thus the 

decisive factor in destabilizing the arms race :i.s probably the· u.s. 
poiicy or strateg1c s\lper:ior:i. ty rather than the u .so·· use or space 

rec·onnais·sance vehic'l~es~o 

it would be strongly in the interest or the u •. so to come to 

some poll·tical agreement with the uss·R in which the 1lse ot 

reconnaigs'ance MSV is officially legaiized. . We should be pr'epared 

to make· substantial concessions to. achiev·e such an agreement.- It 

such an ag.reement is not made; there is· always a danger that the 

US.SR ~'11-i begin de~rtroying U.·S• vehicles• Destruct-ion or vehicles 

would probably not: be able to stop effect! ve rec'onnaissance oi the 

USSR by the u.s., but the resulting situation would be politfcsliy 

embarr'assi·ng, erplosive, 'and dangerous.. The· interest o:t tile· u .. s. 
:i.n legalizing reconnaissance MSV seems to be much more acute than 

our interest in prohibiting bombardment MSV. 
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It is in any case clear that a tJ.s. acceptance .of strategic 

parity would be a minimum concession which the USSR would require 

in return for a legalization ot reconnaissance MSV. 

f 



· "~ IV. 

.. The main conclusions of the &·trategic analysis can be 

(e) Effect of systeUi .. ·. UF 
on other foms 'of 
disarmament.. :, · 

F I U 

·~~ meaning of the lettf!rs iS as follows: 

u I F 

F = favorable to U.S. security and to the stability of ~lte 
strategic balance. · . 

U ~ unfavorable to u.s. security or to general stability. 
UF ... initially unfavorable and later favorable. 

I e question irrelevant 
D ,.,, doubtful 
G - good 
0 e political agreement to increase scope of open contacts 

with Soviet scientific establisb:aJent is the best safe• 
guard .. 

F 

T ~ benefits of a political. agreement can only be realized by 
clever tricks with careful preparation .. · 

All these conclusions are of course tentative, pending further 

study .. 

. ~' 
·, 
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The most striking general c(,uctusimi which emerg~a.fr:om 
·,, . . 

·• survey of· the table i,s'· :that the· p~esent str~tegic bal1;U1ce 

·fa ·on the . whole stable. against t.he perturbat:ions introc;tµ¢ed . . . . . . . · .. 
. . 

by new weapons. The st•bility arises from the fact that no 

·.new weapon,· with the possible . exception .of GM, seriously com~ 

petes in e.ffectiveness. and reliability with a large dispersed 

ICBM systeD;t. The chie~. dangers to . s·t~bility · and to U ~ S:~ '..:· . 

security which are seen· as likely to ari,se fr<>m·new weapons 

during the decade 1962.,,,72·are two; namely: (1) Deployment of 

GM by.the CPRo~ by other ~rging nuclear powers. ·(2) Sudden 

unil4lteral .' dep.loymen~ of l~ge•scale. UABM or FFW by the USSR, 

a_s ·a· result· of a wail-concealed. techno.logical breakthrough. 

' The . following .is a brf.ef . summary ·of specific recom• ... 

meQdations arising from the study of the v~i<>us weapcm 

systems. 

(1) Political measures .to discourage the CPR from 

building GM should be attempted on high priority.· Necessary 
. . . - . . 

·dlpiomatic and inilitary concessions ·should be ()ffered in:'order 
. . . . . . . 

. . . 

·:to.make. either (a) a test ban agree~nt, or (b) an agreement 

·limiting production of heaV)? water, or·both,attractive·to the 

···cPR~ ·The connection.betwen these agreements··· and GM. should· 

·· be carefully concealed·. durmg ·the negotiatlons. 

(2). Pol.itical ·agreements .to keep. contacts with _the Soviet 

scientific c;oiiimUnity as _wide open ·as possible s~ould be ~·oug;ht 

iti preference to agreements on inspection for specific·weapons. 
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(3) A program for t~e public c.i·emOn:stratioii of SLAM 

~ followed by a dramatic act of renunciation should be used as 

a curtain raiser to more serious disarmament negotiations. 

(4) Medium-range BYBM should be denied . to the European 

NATO powerso 

(5) The Soviet development of CABM should not be dis• 

couraged, and disarmament proposals ~de to the USSR shou.ld 

not insist on a degree of inspection.w}lich would compromise 

the Soviet CABM system. 

(6) Political agreements should be sought by which the 

USSR recognizes the legality of reconnaissance satellites and 

reconnaissance MSF, in return for the U.S. acceptance of a 

position of strategic nuclear parityo 
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The overall strategic analysis owes much to George Pugh 

of AcrA, though he is not responsible for the conclusions. 


